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a b s t r a c t

Local feature based image representation has been widely used for image classification in recent years.
Although this strategy has been proven very effective, the image representation and classification processes
are relatively independent. This means the image classification performance may be hindered by the
representation efficiency. To jointly consider the image representation and classification in an unified
framework, in this paper, we propose a novel algorithm by combining image representation and
classification in the random semantic spaces. First, we encode local features with the sparse coding
technique and use the encoding parameters for raw image representation. These image representations are
then randomly selected to generate the random semantic spaces and images are then mapped to these
random semantic spaces by classifier training. The mapped semantic representation is then used as the final
image representation. In this way, we are able to jointly consider the image representation and classification
in order to achieve better performances. We evaluate the performances of the proposed method on several
public image datasets and experimental results prove the proposed method's effectiveness.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the use of local features for image classification is
widely used by researchers [1]. Typically, local features are quan-
tized or encoded to get the image representation with spatial
pyramid matching [2]. SVM classifiers are then trained to predict
image categories. To improve the performance of this strategy,
many works have been done either by using various local features
[3–7] or by generating more discriminative codebooks with the
corresponding encoding strategies [8–14]. However, the image
representation of these methods and the classifier training are
relatively independent. In other words, the image representation is
not task-driven which may not be able to serve the final classifica-
tion task well.

To overcome this problem, a lot of works have been done. on one
hand, the use of local features directly [15,16] has been explored.

However, the computation cost is relatively high compared with
encoding based methods. Instead of extract pre-defined features, the
automatic learning of features is also been studied [17] with
hundreds of thousands of parameters to tune. This requires a lot of
experiences and is also time consuming. On the other hand, the use
of semantic based image representations has also been proposed.
Attribute [18–20] is widely used as it depicts some semantic aspects
of images for various image classification tasks. One problem with
the attribute based image representation is that it has to be pre-
defined. Besides, the design of proper attributes is very hard even for
experts which limits its generalization ability. Although researchers
have also explored the learning of attributes [21] from images
directly, the performances are still far from satisfactory.

The construction of semantic spaces from training images
either by generative models [22,23] or discriminative models
[24–26] have also been studied. The generative models often
assume that the images follow some probabilistic distributions
and try to map images to the corresponding spaces for semantic
representation. The discriminative models try to train various
classifiers instead. Basically, the performances of discriminative
models are often better than generative models, especially when
we do not have too much training images.
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Motivated by the success of discriminative models for semantic
modeling, we propose to jointly consider the image representation
and classification task in random semantic spaces. Images are first
represented using local features with sparse coding technique. We
then randomly select images from the training set to generate the
semantic spaces. For each random selection strategy, we construct
the corresponding semantic space and images are then mapped
into this semantic space with the learned classifiers. Finally, we
train SVM classifiers to predict images' classes in these randomly
generated semantic spaces. Since the generated semantic spaces are
task dependent, we can combine the image representation and
classification task into a unified framework. Besides, by randomly
generating a series of semantic spaces instead of using one parti-
cular semantic space [25,26], we can model images more ade-
quately and jointly make use of both the visual information and
semantic based representation. We evaluate the proposed joint
image representation and classification method in random seman-
tic spaces on several public image datasets and compare with
several the state-of-the-art methods to show its effectiveness.

Compared with the work of [26], the contributions of the
proposed method in this paper lie in three aspects. First, instead of
generating the semantic representation and then using it for classi-
fication, we jointly consider the image representation and classifica-
tion into a unified framework. Second, by randomly selecting training
images for semantic spaces construction, we can generate a series of
semantic spaces which can model the images more adequately than
[26] that only uses one semantic space. Third, the classification
accuracies of the proposed method are able to outperform [26] on
several public datasets.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We give the
related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we show the details of the
proposed joint image representation and classification in random
semantic spaces method. The experimental results are given in
Section 4 and finally we conclude in Section 5.

2. Related work

The local feature is often used with the bag-of-visual-words (BoW)
model for classification [1]. To make use of the spatial layout of local
features, spatial pyramid matching (SPM) [2] is used. However, the use
of k-means clustering and hard assignment causes information loss. To
solve this problem, researchers have tried to extract various types of
local features [3–7]. Bay et al. [3] proposed to use Speeded up robust
features (SURF) while Dalal and Triggs [4] used the histogram of
gradients (HoG) for local feature description which can be computed
faster than SIFT. In order to make use of the color information, Sande
et al. [5] decomposed images into different color channels and
extracted SIFT features for each channel. Zhang et al. [6] used a two-
dimensional model instead of SIFT features while Ke and Sukthankar
[7] imposed PCA transform to the raw SIFT features and proposed
PCA-SIFT which requires less storage. Besides, generating more
discriminative codebooks for local feature encoding has also been
widely studied [8–14]. Gemert et al. [8] used soft assignment with
kernels instead of nearest neighbor assignment to reduce the quanti-
zation loss. Yang et al. [9] explored the sparse coding technique and
experimentally found that sparse coding can be combined with max
pooling for image classification. Wang et al. [10] added the neighbor
information for sparse coding to speed up computation and improved
the performances. Zhang et al. [11] proposed to generate codebook
spatially to combine the spatial information during the codebook
generation process. Gao et al. [12] used local feature's similarity as
constraints to ensure encoded parameters' consistency. Zhou et al. [13]
proposed the super vector coding while Zhang et al. [14] combined tilt
and orientation consistency with Laplacian sparse coding and
improved the final performances. Since the encoding of local features

may cause information loss, many works have been done to alleviate
this problem. Yang et al. [15] used local features directly by training
classifiers for classification while Boiman et al. [16] used simple
nearest neighbor information of local features. Besides, the learning
of features directly from images was also proposed by Farabet et al.
[17] with good performance. However, the computational cost of the
above mentioned methods is very high.

To overcome the semantic gap problem caused by sole visual
feature based image representation, the use of semantic based
image representation is proposed. This strategy can be broadly
divided into two categories. The first approach used attribute
based image representation with attributes pre-defined [18–20] or
learned from the training images [21]. Farhadi et al. [18] used
attribute to describe objects while Lampert et al. [19] tried to
detect unseen object classes by between-class attribute transfer.
Parikh and Grauman [20] interactively constructed a discrimina-
tive vocabulary of nameable attributes. Li et al. [21] tried to learn
attribute from Internet images and applied it for image classifica-
tion. The second approach used semantic representation directly
by both generative and discriminative models [22–26]. Rasiwasia
and Vasconcelos [22] used low-dimensional semantic spaces
generated by GMM model for scene classification and then applied
it for image retrieval [23]. Malisiewicz et al. [24] used exemplar-
SVMs for object detection while Zhang et al. [25] applied it for
object categorization. To increase the semantic information, the
use of sub-semantic space is proposed [26]. However, the sub-
semantic space has to be generated by calculating the eigenvalues
of the visual-semantic similarity matrix which is time consuming.
Besides, only generating one semantic space may be not able to
model the image classes very well, especially when the images
have large intra-class variations.

The use of randomness for image classification is also very
popular. Zhang et al. [27] found the randomly selected codebook
performs as good as the codebook generated by k-means clustering.
The random forest was proposed by Breiman [28] for classifier
training. Inspired by the random forest, Moosmann et al. [29] used
random clustering forests to construct a series of trees for local
feature encoding. These encoding parameters are then concatenated
to represent images. The binary classifier [30,31] was also used for
face recognition with good performances. Kumar et al. [30] used
attribute classifiers and ‘simile’ classifiers to separate faces with
reference people. Berg and Belhumeur [31] used the reference set of
faces for ‘identity-preserving’ alignment and then used the outputs of
binary classifiers for representation. Although very effective, only
using binary classifiers is not enough for generic image classification.
Besides, the computational cost of constructing the binary classifiers
is high. For n classes of images, nnðn�1Þ=2 classifiers are needed
while the proposed method only needs to training O(n) classifiers.
Moreover, for generic images, the large inter-class variations also
makes it difficult to choose a proper reference set. The use of more
discriminative representations [32] is needed for improving the
performance or speed up the computation [33].

3. Random semantic space based joint image representation
and classification

In this section, we give the details of the proposed joint image
representation and classification in random semantic space algo-
rithm. The flowchart of the proposed method is given in Fig. 1.

3.1. Local feature based raw image representation

To take advantage of the discriminative power of local features,
we use the local features for raw image representation. This is
achieved by encoding local features with sparse coding and then
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extracting image representation parameters with max pooling.
Formally, let xn;n¼ 1;…;N be the local features to be encoded. The
sparse coding tries to minimizing the reconstruction error with
sparsity constraints as

minB;α

XN

n ¼ 1

Jxn�Bαn J2þλJαn J1 ð1Þ

Where B is the codebook and αn is the encoding parameter, λ is
the parameter which controls the sparsity. Different from the BoW
model in text classification, the codebook has to been learned from
the training images. This is achieved by alternatively solving for
the codebook B and encoding parameters αn while keeping the
other fixed. When the encoding parameters αn are fixed. Problem
1 can be rewritten as

minB

XN

n ¼ 1

Jxn�Bαn J2 ð2Þ

When the codebook B is fixed, the optimization of encoding para-
meters is solved for each local feature which can be optimized as

minα
XN

n ¼ 1

Jxn�Bαn J2þλJαn J1 ð3Þ

This can be efficiently solved by the feature-sign search algorithm [34].
After the local features are encoded, we can use the parameters

for raw image representation. Max pooling is experimentally
found [9] to be very useful when combined with sparse coding.
This strategy chooses the absolute maximum value of the para-
meters within one image region to represent this region. Formally,
let M denote the number of local features within one image region
with the corresponding encoding parameters αm;m¼ 1;…;M, h
denotes the max pooled representation which is calculated as

hj ¼maxð∣α1;j∣; ∣α2;j∣;…; ∣αM;j∣Þ ð4Þ
where j denotes the j-th dimension. To consider the spatial
information of local features, the spatial pyramid matching tech-
nique [2] is often used.

3.2. Random semantic spaces construction

After the raw image representations are obtained, we can use
them to construct the proposed random semantic spaces. The
random semantic spaces are defined as a series of semantic spaces
in order to represent images. Each semantic space is generated by
training classifiers using randomly selected images. Suppose we have
K training images of C classes with the raw image representation and
labels as h1;h2;…;hK and y1; y2;…; yK respectively. Instead of using
all of the training images [26], we randomly choose L training images
for semantic space construction and repeat this process for T times.
Let fðh1;1; y1;1Þ;…; ðhL;1; yL;1Þg;…; fðh1;T ; y1;T Þ;…; ðhL;T ; yL;T Þg denote the
randomly select L training images of T times. For the t-th randomly
selected images fðh1;t ; y1;tÞ;…; ðhL;t ; yL;tÞg, we construct the corre-
sponding semantic space by training linear SVM classifiers
f tc; c¼ 1;2;…;C with

f tcðhl;tÞ ¼ yl;t
c ¼wch

l;tþbc; l¼ 1;…; L ð5Þ

Using the hinge loss as

ℓðyl;t ; yl;tÞ ¼maxð0;1�yl;t
c � yl;tÞ ð6Þ

Each dimension of the semantic space corresponds to one
classifier that is trained using the randomly selected samples.
Since we have C classes of images, the generated random semantic
space is also of C dimensions. This semantic space based image
representation can help to alleviate the semantic gap to some
extent [21–26] compared with solely using visual features. How-
ever, only using one semantic space for image representation may
be unable to model images well because of the intra-class varia-
tions. By randomization, we can combine the discriminative power
of each semantic space for joint image representation and model-
ing. The use of randomization strategy has been proven efficient
for many applications [27–29]. Hence, we follow this scheme and
use the random semantic spaces to represent images.

After the linear SVM classifiers are trained, we can use them to
map the training images into this semantic space which is defined as

hsst;k ¼ ðf t1ðhkÞ; f t2ðhkÞ;⋯; f tCðhkÞÞ ð7Þ

with t ¼ 1;…; T , k¼ 1;…;K . We use the superscript ‘ss’ to denote
‘semantic space’. Since the trained classifiers are semantically
guided, the space generated by these classifiers can be regarded
as semantic space. This is because each dimension reflects the
confidence probability that each image belongs to the correspond-
ing class. Besides, this random semantic space based method also
makes the image representation and classification consistent.
Another advantage of the random selection strategy is computa-
tional efficiency. The eigenvalue computation in [26] has a compu-
tational complexity of OðK3Þ while the random selection can reduce
this dramatically, especially when we have a large training image
number K. Moreover, since each random selection has nothing to do
with other selection processes, it can be paralleled which can
further reduce the computational time.

After all the semantic spaces are learned, we map the training
images to the semantic spaces generated by the T randomization
and use the concatenated features as the final semantic image
representation:

hssk ¼ ðhss
1;k;h

ss
2;k;⋯;hssT ;kÞ ð8Þ

3.3. Image classification in random semantic spaces

To make use of the random semantic spaces based image
representation for classification, we train multi-class SVM classi-
fiers for image class prediction. We choose to use linear SVM
classifiers both for its good performance with sparse coding and
for parameter tuning efficiency. Formally, we want to learn C linear
SVM classifiers as

zk ¼maxk wch
ss
k ; k¼ 1;…;K ð9Þ

by solving the following optimization problem as

minwc Jwc J2þγ
XK

k ¼ 1

ℓðwch
ss
k ; y

kÞ ð10Þ

where γ is the parameter that controls the relative importance of
the summed loss and the regularization. We follow [9] and use the
smooth quadratic hinge loss function which has the form of

ℓðwch
ss
k ; y

kÞ ¼ ðmaxð0;wch
ss
k � yk�1ÞÞ2 ð11Þ

as the loss function to speed up optimization.

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed random semantic space based image classifica-
tion method.
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4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental settings

To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed joint image representa-
tion and classification in random semantic space method (RSS), we
conduct image classification on three image datasets: the Scene-15
dataset [2], the Caltech-256 dataset [35] and the MIT Indoor dataset
[36] as [26] did. We follow the same experimental settings and
densely extract SIFT descriptors on overlapping pixels with an overlap
of 6 pixels. The local region is set to 16�16 pixels. Sparse coding with
locality constraint [10] is used to encode local features along with
max pooling for image representation. The spatial pyramids with
three scales (1�1, 2�2, 4�4) are used to combine the spatial
information of local features. We set the codebook size to 1024 for the
three datasets. The number of randomly selected images L and the
selection times T are two important parameters that influence the
classification performances. A larger T helps to represent images
better than a smaller T with increased computational cost. Similarly,
choosing more images for one particular random selection helps to
increase the discriminative power of the corresponding semantic
representation. To jointly consider the computational cost and
classification performance, in this paper, thirty percent of training

images are randomly selected each time for random semantic space
construction and we randomly select up to 30 times for each dataset.
In order to be consistent with other methods, we randomly select the
training images for several times to get reliable results. Linear SVM
classifiers with different loss functions are used both for semantic
space construction and image class prediction. The mean per-class
classification rates are used for performance evaluation.

4.2. Results on the Scene-15 dataset

The Scene-15 dataset has 4485 images of 15 categories (bed-
room, CALsuburb, coast, forest, highway, industrial, insidecity,
kitchen, livingroom, mountain, opencountry, PARoffice, store, street,
tallbuilding). Each class has 200–400 images with the average
image size of 300�250 pixels. For fair comparison, we follow the
same experimental setting and randomly choose 100 training
images per category and use the rest images for testing. We repeat
this process for ten times to get reliable results.

We give the performance comparison of the proposed method
with [2,8,9,21,22,25,26] in Table 1. Fig. 2 also shows some example
images that are classified/misclassified by RSS on the Scene-15
dataset. We can have three conclusions from Table 1. First, the
proposed RSS outperforms sparse coding [9] by about 6.4 percent.
This shows the usefulness of using semantic based image repre-
sentation over using visual features directly. Besides, compared
with other semantic based methods [21,22], the proposed RSS can
make use of the discriminative information of classifiers which
helps to explore the discriminative power of training images.
Moreover, compared with other discriminative semantic based
methods [25,26], RSS can fully use the semantic information by
random selection. This is because using only one semantic space
may be not able to separate images well while generating various
semantic spaces alleviates this problem. The results in Table 1
prove the effectiveness of the proposed method.

By analyzing the details of the performance, we found that the
relative improvement of RSS over S3R lies on the classes with
relatively large intra-class variation. It is because by generating a
series of semantic space for image representation can model the
image variations than using only one semantic space. This again
proves the usefulness of the proposed RSS method. Besides, RSS
performs better on outdoor classes than indoor classes. We believe

Table 1
Performance comparison on the Scene-15 dataset. KSPM, spatial pyramid matching
with kernel SVM; KCSPM, kernel codebook and spatial pyramid matching; ScSPM,
sparse coding along with spatial pyramid matching; OB, object bank; LSS, low-
dimensional semantic spaces with weak supervision; WSR-EC, weak semantic
representation with exemplar classifier; S3R, sub-semantic space representation;
RSS, the proposed method.

Algorithm Performance

KSPM [2] 81.4070.50
KCSPM [8] 76.7070.40
KSPM [9] 76.7370.65
ScSPM [9] 80.2870.93
OB [21] 80.9
LSS [22] 72.2070.20
WSR-EC [25] 81.5470.59
S3R [26] 83.7270.78
RSS 86.6970.55

Fig. 2. Example of classified (left) or misclassified (right) images on the Scene-15 dataset.
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that this is because the indoor classes are easier to model than
outdoor classes, as [2,8,9] found.

4.3. Results on the Caltech-256 dataset

The Caltech-256 dataset contains 29,780 images of 256 categories
with high intra-class and inter-class variabilities. There are at least 80

images for Eech class of the Caltech-256 dataset. We randomly
choose 15, 30 and 45 images per class for training and use the rest
of images for testing. We repeat this process for ten times.

We give the performance comparison of the proposed method
with [8–10,16,21,25,26,35,37] in Table 2. We also give some
example images that are classified/misclassified by RSS on the
Caltech-256 dataset in Fig. 3. We can have similar conclusions as
on the Scene-15 dataset. The proposed method outperforms using
local features with k-means clustering [35], sparse coding [9] or its
variants [10]. RSS also outperforms other semantic based methods
[21,25,26] by jointly considering the representation and classifica-
tion task in the random semantic spaces. Besides, RSS is also able
to outperform NBNN [16] which used local features directly for
classification. Experimental comparisons with other methods
shows the efficiency of the proposed RSS.

Compared with the Scene-15 dataset, the Caltech-256 dataset
has relatively large number of image classes. This makes it more
difficult to correctly classify. If we only use one semantic space for
image representation, the final classification accuracy is probably
hindered because of the large intra-class and inter-class variations
of the Caltech-256 dataset. By generating a number of spaces
instead of depending on one particular space [38] for represen-
tation, we can model the image variations more efficiently and
effectively.

Table 2
Performance comparison on the Caltech-256 dataset. LLC, locality-constrained
linear coding; NBNN, Naive–Bayes nearest-neighbor; Classemes, classification with
weakly trained object classifiers based descriptor.

Algorithm 15 Training 30 Training 45 Training

KCSPM [8] – 27.17 70.46 –

KSPM [9] 23.34 70.42 29.51 70.52 –

ScSPM [9] 27.73 70.51 34.02 70.35 37.46 70.55
LLC [10] 34.36 41.19 45.31
NBNN (1 Desc) [16] 30.45 38.18 –

OB [21] – 39.00 –

WSR-EC [25] 35.28 70.65 42.01 70.47 45.82 70.54
S3R [26] 37.85 70.48 43.52 70.44 46.86 70.63
KSPM [35] – 34.10 –

Classemes [37] – 36.00 –

RSS 40.28 70.51 45.85 70.48 48.20 70.47

Fig. 3. Example of classified (left) or misclassified (right) images on the Caltech-256 dataset.

Fig. 4. Example of classified (left) or misclassified (right) images on the MIT-Indoor dataset.
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4.4. Results on the MIT Indoor dataset

The MIT Indoor dataset has 15,620 images of 67 indoor scenes.
The images have minimum 200 pixel resolution. This dataset is
more difficult to classify than the Scene-15 dataset not only because
it has more classes but also because the intra-class variation of the
MIT Indoor dataset is relatively larger. We use 80 images per class
for classifier training and 20 images for testing, as [26] did.

We achieve a classification performance of 43.3% on the MIT
Indoor dataset which outperforms the S3R (40.1%) by 3.2 percent.
Besides, the proposed RSS also outperforms other semantic based
methods, e.g. OB (37.6%), Classemes (26%), WSR-EC (38.6%). Fig. 4
also shows some example images that are classified/misclassified by
RSS on the MIT Indoor dataset. Moreover, we are able to achieve
comparable performance as on the Scene-15 dataset. This proves
that RSS is able to cope with the intra-class variations better than
[26]. Since the MIT Indoor dataset has more scene classes than the
Scene-15 dataset, it is more difficult to classify. The intra-class
variations are relatively larger. However, by modeling these images
from different aspects through generating a number of semantic
spaces, we are able to improve the classification accuracy over [26].
This again demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed RSS
method.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel joint image representation and
classification method by using randomly generated semantic space
representation. Local features are first encoded with sparse coding
for the raw image representation. Then, we randomly select images
and train classifiers for semantic space generation. The raw image
representations are mapped into these semantic spaces accordingly
and are concatenated as the final image representation. Since the
random semantic representation is classification dependent, we are
able to jointly consider the representation and classification tasks.
Finally, we train SVM classifiers to predict image classes. Experi-
mental results on several public image datasets prove the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method.
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